
  
 

 

HOW TO USE  

THE INQUIRY METHOD 

 

The Book Manifesto process isn’t for everyone.  

This course uses the Inquiry Method. The inquiry process is a method of asking 

questions and listening for answers and insights beyond the first, quick reactions of your 

“everyday” mind. 

The insight you seek (and need) to create your Book Manifesto is held in the 

subconscious or even the unconscious.  Questions function as a prime for the pump, and 

like the old-fashioned pump, it takes a bit of patience to bring up the good stuff! 

For example, when you ask the question, “What is my Passion?” you may get snappy 

answers like: 

1) I already know what my passion is, I don’t need to ask the question 

2) I have no idea 

3) I know what it is but it’s not something I can put into words. 
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RESISTANCE IS NORMAL 

Like me, you may encounter resistance as a matter of course. I always run into 

impatience and judgment when I begin an inquiry process, especially if the answers I’m 

looking for are important to me, and they usually are.  

Comments like, “How can this help me write my book?” or “This is a waste of time” are 

common (and frustrating) responses I hear from many authors as well. 

If you have the intention of going deeply into your core and thus into your confidence as 

an author—which means writing and completing your book and connecting with your 

subconscious vision and purpose—you’re still going to run into resistance. It’s part of 

the process. 

Your everyday awareness always seeks to protect you and prefers to stay in a 

“scanning” mode rather than a deeply focused one, especially about questions it doesn’t 

immediately see as valuable or thinks might be uncomfortable or threatening. It has to 

be nudged.   

TIPS & GUIDELINES 

1.  Create a safe environment of protected solitude and comfort for each 

module session. 

Choose a time when you’re in an open, receptive mood, not when you’re 

feeling tired, hungry or stressed. Do a ritual before you start:  Make a cup 

of tea, light a candle, turn on your favorite lamp, read a page or two from 

a beloved author, do some stretches. Whatever helps you slow down, 

focus and relax.   

2.  Don’t push.  

Please read the guidelines for each module thoughtfully. Then get curious. 

Give yourself space to loosen up. When considering a question or point of 

reflection, think “options.” What are the possible answers to this 

question?  Even better:  What are three possible answers? (The mind is 

attracted to options with numbers.) 
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3.  Write down the answers that come.  

Write down every response, especially if it seems silly, resistant, or 

pointless.  And if nothing comes, allow space for that too. Your 

subconscious is looking for a REAL signal from you that you are serious. 

Work at least 30 minutes with each exercise; an hour is optimum. 

4.  Do one module exercise at a time. 

You may be tempted to “get through it” and do more than one module at 

a time.  Don’t.  Stay with one exercise in a single session. It’s fine to briefly 

review your work of the previous session before going on to the next 

module however. For example, before going on to your Purpose 

Statement, look at your Vision Statement. Any changes you want to make? 

5.  Identify the type of resistance you encounter.  

Perfectionism is a persistent one of mine and many other writers. Self-

doubt is another one.  Both usually stem from the same fear—that we are 

inadequate, that we’re not going to be able to complete the VERY 

IMPORTANT TASK we have taken on!  But it ain’t so. These are just 

obstacles to get past. So when one appears, ask it to go to other room 

while you work. Seriously. 

6.  Let ideas rip.  When the writing starts to flow, go with it. Write until you 

are spent and avoid editing or reading over what you have freshly written. 

Just move forward in the exercise. 

7.  Use a dedicated journal for this process, whether it’s digital or physical or 

both. The journal is not the same as your Book Manifesto document which 

you will create separately. 

8.  Put the question you’re working on and the answer around the house, in 

your car.  On a mirror or refrigerator. My favorite is to place a sticky note 

on a lampshade.  The visual reminder will continue to “work” you. 

9.  Complete all 7 modules within 30 days.  

The Book Manifesto process will produce the best results if modules are 
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not spaced too far apart.  And setting a deadline will also keep your 

subconscious engaged. 

10.  Finish!  

Assemble all your final Manifesto Statements and Summaries into a final 

document  (you can also do it as you go along). 

 

When you ask a question, imagine yourself dropping a pebble into the center of the 

pond which is your consciousness.  Allow it to drop, allow it to ripple. Trust that even if 

nothing seems to happen, it’s working you. 

 

7 COURSE MODULES 

There are seven modules to the course.  The course is designed for both fiction and nonfiction.  

1. Passion 

2. Vision 

3. Purpose  

4. Summary  

5. Title  

6. Structure 

7. Author bio 

 

The course fee is $185.00.  It includes the 7 modules plus a written review and  
consultation of your Book Manifesto. 

SIGN UP HERE 
 

For questions, contact Sally Wolfe at sally@sallywolfe.com. 

 

http://www.bookmanifesto.com/book-manifesto-course/course-1
mailto:sally@sallywolfe.com

